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This is Virginia Woolf s third novel It was published in 1922 It is
considered her most experimental It is definitely my favorite
What Woolf was trying to do, and which I think she marvelously
succeeds with, is to capture how it feels to experience life
There is less of a focus on what a person does, on how we
internally perceive and react to everyday events She seems to
me to be attempting to capture the inner life of individuals, and
not just one individual but many We are delivered a smattering
of emotional and thought oriented reactions to what is
happening around the characters in the novel For example,
how does a person react to the opening of a window How does
it resonate within us What one hears when you open a window,
go out your door or walk in the night has to be captured
accurately, but also how we respond to our senses has to be
captured too As well as the multiplicity of individuals reactions
For Woolf, an ordinary story, tied tightly to a plot line and an all
knowing narrator cannot portray real life such is not how
individuals actually perceive life.There is plot in the story, but it
is characters perception of each other and of events that is the
essential We follow Jacob Flanders We hear what other
people, mostly women, think of him There is first an episode
with him as a child Then he is nineteen and off to Cambridge
The year is 1906 Through the women around him we get a
clear idea of who he is of his ways and of his manner He is
silent He is awkward He is distinguished looking too We follow
him until he is twenty six and a bit He travels to Paris, to Italy
and to Greece, and then he is back to London We are at
London parties We are in a reading room at the British
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museum We are in his room as he ponders a chess move and
glances out his window We are at a Guy Fawkes bonfire Have
you seen how faces are lit up by and distorted by firelight It is
such as this that makes the book special and unique and that
divides it from ordinary writing.There are many, many
wonderful lines Look at these Women are always, always
talking about how they feel Perhaps it is beauty alone that is
immortal It is no use trying to sum people up Nobody sees any
one as he is, let alone an elderly lady sitting opposite a strange
young man in a railway carriage They see a whole they see all
sorts of things they see themselves Indeed, there has never
been any explanation of the ebb and flow in our veins of
happiness and unhappiness Anyone who s worth anything
reads just what he likes, as the mood takes him, and with
extravagant enthusiasm Multiplicity becomes unity There is
humor We are told that nobody laughs in the reading room, but
somebody does just that Jacob is attracted to Florinda, but
there is a problem because a body is harnessed to a brain
Well, the words are expressed something like that Imagine a
dog at a church service This is drawn for us too, in a very
amusing fashion Do you remember those little colored paper
flowers that open up when thrown in water You will smile when
you read about these and a potential love affair.Acclaimed,
award winning actress Juliet Stevenson narrates the audiobook
The reading is totally fantastic She captures mood perfectly
Foreign accents and screams and giggles are authentically
rendered I personally recommend listening to this rather than
reading it One s imagination cannot improve upon Stevenson s
performance.These are the books I have read by Virginia
Woolf Jacob s Room 4 starsMrs Dalloway 4 starsTo the
Lighthouse 3 starsNight and Day 3 starsThe Voyage Out 3
starsA Room of One s Own 1 starThe Waves 1 star I finished
this book some weeks ago but held off from reviewing it until
now because the temptation which I have since resisted not to
use words but to make this an entirely illustrated review was
very strong All of the impressions the book made on me were
visual, resembling paintings or stills from a movie There was
no particular action that stood out in my mind, just a series of
scenes interiors, landscapes, seascapes, all impressionistic yet
very vivid at the same time, the characters themselves little
than elements in the landscape, similar to the large rock on the

shore which the little boy Jacob mistakes for his mother in the
early pages as he rambles among the rock pools collecting
crabs, pebbles, the jawbone of a sheep That opening scene is
partly told from the point of view of an artist, a certain Mr
Steele, whose paintings are very popular with his bourgeois
clients The picture he is painting at the beach that day includes
the unwitting figure of Jacob s mother Betty, sitting in her black
coat on the paler sand against the undisturbed blue of the sky
But just as Mr Steele is about to add the very carefully chosen
touch of contrasting black that will, he thinks, make his painting
perfect, Betty moves She has felt the shadow cast by the
clouds which are beginning to roll in and she prepares to take
her children home leaving Mr Steele frowning at his
uncompleted painting The reader senses that Woolf has little
patience for paintings such as Mr Steele s Mr Steele, in any
case, is abandoned on that beach, never to be mentioned
again The scenes that Woolf then goes on herself to paint,
using a palette of exquisite words, are mostly fragments,
unfinished, and many contain shadows We see Betty in the
light of a lamp shaded by an upended book lest it disturb the
baby sleeping nearby We look through a window into an empty
room, a pile of sewing abandoned on a table We see a little
boy in bed, a sheep s jawbone tangled among his blankets We
see rain against a window, flowers beaten to the earth, and
ships tossed about in a storm And we note that Betty s
surname is Flanders, that it is the last years of the nineteenth
century, and that by 1914, Jacob will be a man. Virginia Woolf
S First Original And Distinguished Work, Jacob S Room Is The
Story Of A Sensitive Young Man Named Jacob Flanders The
Life Story, Character And Friends Of Jacob Are Presented In A
Series For Separate Scenes And Moments From His
Childhood, Through College At Cambridge, Love Affairs In
London, And Travels In Greece, To His Death In The War
Jacob S Room Established Virginia Woolf S Reputation As A
Highly Poetic And Symbolic Writer Who Places Emphasis Not
On Plot Or Action But On The Psychological Realm Of
Occupied By Her Characters A curious character study, Jacob
s Room sketches the outlines of its titular character s short life,
before ending abruptly without the slightest sense of closure
The cold and detached novel was Woolf s first attempt at
writing in the stream of consciousness mode, and it shows the

writer often seems interested in experimenting with form than
in crafting an emotionally resonant narrative The plotting is
messy, the descriptions stilted and overly self conscious, the
characters strangely hollow in spite of Woolf s focus upon their
interior lives Still, something about the novel s chaos works
Woolf throws so much at her readers, without ever attempting
to answer how it all might fit together The book s excessive
ambiguity makes for a rather distinctive, if not entirely
enjoyable, reading experience. Jacob s Room is a life seen
from the outside Incomplete and blurred image of the young
man We can see his life as if in the mirror shards We can only
see his reflection in others eyes, only his silhouette in others
tales It makes us only casual observers and Jacob Flanders is
still eluding us His inner world remains closed to us But can
one really get to know other man Nobody sees any one as he
is, let alone an elderly lady sitting opposite a strange young
man in a railway carriage They see a whole they see all sorts
of things they see themselvesWoolf as an impressionist painter
catches moments and impressions, is lyrical and nostalgic
Shows Jacob on the rocky coast of Cornwall, leads him
through Italy and Greece to inevitability of War Creates
intimate portrait, woven from speculations, insignificant events,
chance encounters, faded memoirs.Novel was written shortly
after the First World War and one can hear distant echo of that
tragedy here, the name of the title hero for sure is intentional
and evokes carnage on Flander Fields It also could be
considered as personal Woolf s elegy for beloved brother
Toby.The boundaries of knowing another man, sense of the
evanescence of life, the transience of the moment Light and
shade Coulors and shapes Woolf mixes all ingredients and
pictures a melancholic and poetic landscape Empty room with
still lingering presence of it former inhabitant Some old photos,
scattered letters, books All these remnants of his life and
tangible evidences of his absence Is that all what remains after
our lives Woolf s first experimental novel and as with all of
Woolf s work there are acres of print analysing it some of which
I have read The Jacob of the title is Jacob Flanders and we
follow his life from the start to his death in the First World War
We follow through others the women in his life and we follow at
something of a tangent As one critic has pointed out the first
room Jacob has is the womb and we follow him to his last room

the tomb The brief scenes just pick out small points about
Jacob, individual traits The narrator keeps reminding us how
difficult it is to sum people up and it is difficult to get an
impression of Jacob apart from the very general one that he is
so distinguished looking.What follows will probably end up
being a series of random thoughts and musings rather than a
coherent review Inevitably some have drawn comparisons
between Jacob and Virginia s brother Thoby Of the many
characters in the book, one of them is the city of London An
interesting example of this is towards the end of the book when
Jacob has returned from Greece Jacob and many of those who
love him are linked by an invisible thread it seems Jacob and
Bonamy are sat in Hyde Park Walking in the same park but not
meeting Jacob are Clara and Mr Bowley as is Julia Eliot they
are all linked by a runaway horse The thread spreads wider to
others with the city as the linking character.One thing is clear
about Jacob s Room there is humour and parody here Jacob is
a typical middle class male of the period a budding colonial
imperialist preparing to take the position he feels is his due He
appears to have no real character and the narrator seems to
mock the typical male heroes progress narrative we might
expect The power of male patriarchs here is not pro creative
and is distantly focussed In the street below Jacob s room
voices were raised.But he read on For after all Plato continues
imperturbably and Jacob who was reading the Phaedrus,
heard people vociferating round the lamppost, and the woman
battering at the door and crying, Let me in as if a coal had
dropped from the fire, or a fly, falling from the ceiling, had lain
on its back, too weak to turn over Jacob reads his Greek,
oblivious to tragedies going on around him Jacob writing and
essay on the Ethics of Indecency contrasts with his attitude to
Florinda He accepts her when she is giving him a feeling of his
own sexual power, but rejects her when he realises her
promiscuity is not limited to just him There are plenty of
obvious jokes the British love of queuing the faces of those
emerging quickly lost their dim, chilled expression when they
perceived that it was only by standing in a queue that one
could be admitted to the pier Sometimes the humour is sharper
as when Betty Flanders makes an odd connection between
Reverend Floyd and his cat Topaz Poor old Topaz, said Mrs
Flanders, as he stretched himself in the sun, and she smiled,

thinking how she had had him gelded, and how she did not like
red hair in men Smiling, she went into the kitchen It has often
been pointed out that listen is an anagram of silent and in
Jacobs Room much of the effect is based on the gaps, the
spaces left by the narration It leaves Woolf space to suggest
other things There is a good deal about Greek myth floating
around and Woolf invokes the traditions of the pre Hellenic
goddess culture as Graves was later to do in his book on
Greek myth and the characters of Clara and Betty Flanders are
very strong As it happens I am also reading a book on Woolf
and music at the moment, which is fascinating The storyline
between Jacob and Clara here is a mirror of the plot of the
Wagner opera Tristan und Isolde There is an awful lot going on
here and as with all of Woolf many of the meanings are coded
part of the fun is working them out or having others work them
out for you. It is no use trying to sum people up One must
follow hints, not exactly what is said, nor yet entirely what is
doneVirginia Woolf, Jacob s RoomOne of Woolf s first modern
stream of concicious novels Woolf s two earlier novels The
Voyage Out Night and Day were traditional This one is like
attempting to get a sense of the Parthenon, but only by looking
at shadows cast by the sun and the moon, from different
directions, night and day, at different times Eventually, one
would understand almost a lot about the Parthenon One might
also listen, like a blind man, to the conversations of people
going up and down the Acropolis Women and men Children
Tourists and Greeks Again, the impressions of the Parthenon
would sharpen, but never, quite, be clear This novel, which is
of just a character study, an experimental novel that has no
direction except time, tries to examine Jacob indirectly through
the impressions of those around him from his early years till he
is in his twenties, pre war It is fragments Noise Smells Hints It
is what we have And really, it is amazing and beautiful It also
gives hints of later, fantastic Woolf novels like Mrs Dalloway
and To the Lighthouse We see in this novel, Woolf s huge
potential Her influence The ship has turned. Having just
concluded that I m glad I didn t read Steinbeck s novels in
chronological order, I now rather wish I d started at the
beginning with Woolf s novels On the other hand, it s
interesting to look back to the beginnings of Woolf s
experimental writing after reading Mrs Dalloway, To the

Lighthouse and The Waves Whereas listening to the
audiobook of The Waves reminded me of listening to a cantata
or an oratorio, listening to this novel beautifully narrated by
Juliet Stevenson was like looking at a series of snapshots in an
old family photgraph album Some of the photographs are clear
and sharp, others are blurry In some of the photographs the
subject of the photograph is looking away from the camera or
is almost out of the frame And then in others, he s missing
completely, and his family and friends are looking for him,
gazing beyond the photographer Jacob Flanders, despite being
the central character, is of an absence than a presence in the
work While we see him from childhood to adulthood, it s
through the eyes of others and we don t really get to know him
This makes it difficult to emotionally connect, but that may be
the point After all, from the beginning of the novel, we are
aware that come 1914, Jacob will be in his twenties and it s a
fair bet that Woolf is a believer in nominative determinism The
poetic language and the highly visual quality of the prose were,
for me, the highlights of the work I don t love it as I have loved
the other novels of Virginia Woolf that I ve read, but I m still
deeply impressed. Either we are men, or we are women Either
we are cold, or we are sentimental Either we are young, or
growing old In any case life is but a procession of shadows,
and God knows why it is that we embrace them so eagerly,
and see them depart with such anguish, being shadows And a
shadow of a life, an existential void is what the reader
perceives of Jacob Flanders, a young man whose identity
remains as elusive as an abstract painting Set in pre First
World War England and anticipating the brutality of times
ahead, the protagonist of this novella blossoms in his absence
in the same way that a pervasive sadness reaches out from
Woolf s ambiguous narration Intimate objects and evocative
landscapes acquire a metaphysical dimension and mirror
Jacob s unfocused personality while emphasizing the
imperturbable passage of timeBoth were beautiful Both were
inanimate The physical spaces Jacob occupies in his natal
Cornwall, where the child trembles with each roaring wave, in
Cambridge, where Homer and Byron fill the sopho s room, or in
London, where a hint of the adult s dreams and failures is
reflected in the eyes of those who know him, provide an
incorporeal assortment of silhouettes sketching a rough portrait

of the character, but his voice remains erratic nonetheless
Empty rooms, neglected shoes and undelivered letters speak
for Jacob and countless men of a lost generation who were
muted by the arbitrariness of history and sacrificed to preserve
an European ideal that mutated into modern barbarity A chorus
of voices intones a deadpan elegy that denounces the cultural
imprisonment of imbued duty in a succession of overlapping
random episodes that converge in trivial details of a
fragmented world.Jacob s unrevealed psyche evokes the
impossibility of jumping across the gaping abyss of individuality
and the interplay between his presence and absence suggests
the juxtaposition of indistinguishable lives and heroic
deathsEvery face, every shop, bedroom window, public house
and dark square is a picture feverishly turned in search of what
It is the same with books What do we seek through millions of
pages Still hopefully turning the pages oh, here is Jacob s
room It is precisely in Jacob s disjointed image, in the
desolation of his deserted room where the reader can catch a
glimpse of Woolf s first attempts at experimental writing that
augur iconic moments in subsequent novels Mrs Dalloway s
carefully assembling bouquets of flowers, the tentative light
beams illuminating Mrs Ramsay s wedge shaped core of
darkness or the polyphonic soliloquies quavering to the rhythm
of the rocking Waves arise as sublime culminations of the
stylistic techniques that glitter hesitantly in this photographic
novel Sometimes though, in Jacob s room, or rather in its
emptiness, the vacillating prose flickers with latent virtuosity
and the mysteries of the universe can be elucidated The
inconsistency of a tenuous character speaks of the
evanescence of humanity depicting death not as the end but as
a renovation of each bygone moment, for past vanishes to give
way to a newborn present, binding beginnings with endings in
a perpetual succession of departed lives that will keep on
shining eternally like the light of long extinguished stars. 4.5
5When the body escaped mutilation, seldom did the heart go to
the grave unscarredVirginia Woolf, Jacob s Room So I ve
finally come to Virginia Woolf s JACOB S ROOM, which was
written in 1922 This was a buddy read with my friend, Dylan
The discussions we shared only heightened my enjoyment
while reading this My last minute revelation while writing this
review, the joke s on usYes, JACOB S ROOM is quite flawed

but s also quite brilliant Whatever one thinks of JACOB S
ROOM, it belongs to that amazing prewar phase of English
experimental writing that changed the world in 1922, or as
Willa Cather said, The world broke in two.JACOB S ROOM is
not one of Woolf s better known novels in fact, it s really a
novella than novel And it s not even one of her best books, but
second rate Woolf is far better than most writers at their best
What JACOB S ROOM is, is a major step in Woolf s growth as
a writer Here, she departs from Edwardian story telling and
begins experimenting with the technique she perfected in Mrs
Dalloway.I loved this book, much so than Dylan I think JACOB
S ROOM has no real plot, there s no point of view our
understanding of Jacob is built upon the impressions of those
who inhabit his world woman mostly along with his best friend
who happens to be homosexual, and unbeknownst to him, is in
love with Jacob What Woolf has created here is a character
study of a young man named Jacob Flanders without defining
Jacob s character since his point of view is virtually never
explored in the book As I wrote previously, everything we learn
about him is through the eyes of random people who inhabit
his world Some of these people know him well, some not at all
What we learn is that he is Jacob, and he exists But with these
being the impressions of others, how do we know what is true
and what is not We do get a portrait of Jacob over the course
of the book, but it is an impressionistic portrait.Jacob leaves an
impression on all he comes in contact with Women fall
helplessly in love with him His best friend views him as an
intellectual to exchange ideas with even while he secretly pines
for him And His mother she views him as careless And yet, for
the most part, he moves thru life with no real enthusiasm no
passion It is not until he leaves England that he begins to find
himself Or perhaps it s better stated as he loses
himself.JACOB S ROOM doesn t quite succeed It s too cold in
some ways, and the prose, while beautiful doesn t flow as well
as in her later writings This makes JACOB S ROOM difficult to
read at times But at the same time, Jacob Flanders is himself
detached, impressionistic, beautiful, and hard to read Perhaps
Woolf did succeed here and the joke s on us.JACOB S ROOM
caused a sensation upon its release To see the awakening of
Woolf s artist journey here is amazing While JACOB S ROOM
may not be the easiest of reads with its lack of a point of view

and plot, it is none the less tremendously rewarding.
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